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Visual, Aural, Kinaesthetic Questionnaire Template E6  p1 
(Questionnaire provided by student in early 1990s.  Internet searches have not provided the 
source) 
 
Ask yourself the following questions.  
Circle the letter before the number only if your answer is YES. 
                     ; A, fo          y; K, for kinaesthetic or          -       . 
 
K  1. My handwriting is quite good. 

V  2. I enjoy silent films or pantomimes or charades. 

A  3. I’d rather do a music activity than an art activity. 

A  4. I prefer listening to tapes than viewing an activity. 

A  5. I spell better out loud than when I have to write words down. 

A  6. 1 find it easier to remember oral presentations than information that I read. 

A  7. 1 find that I understand material better if I read it out loud. 

A  8. I am often the last person to notice that something has been added to a room. 

V  9. I find that I learn better if something is shown to me. 

V  10. I find that I learn better if I read the material. 

A  11. I find that I learn better if I hear the material. 

V&A 12. I find that I learn better if I hear and see the material at the same time. 

V  13. I find that I often need to ask people to repeat what has just been said. 

V  14. Sometimes in an oral presentation I find myself tuned out when I am really 
 trying to pay attention. 

K  15. 1 use my hands a great deal when I speak. 

V  16. I have had speech therapy. 

K  17. Unless I am looking directly at the speaker I have trouble understanding. 

K  18. 1 would rather demonstrate how to do something than tell it. 

V&A 19. I have trouble remembering unless I write things down. 

A  20. I find that a full page of small print mixes me up when I try to read it. 

21. The easiest way(s) for me to learn something is to: 

V  a. read it 

A  b. hear it 

V  c. see it in pictures 

K  d. try it 

K  e. write it in my own words 

A  f. explain it to someone 

K  g. draw a diagram or a picture of it.  
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Total your results. Use the tables below to find your percentage scores. 

V’s circled 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10    V %-score 

V %-score 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100     

               

A’s circled 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  A %-score 

A %-score 8 17 25 33 42 50 58 67 75 83 92 100   
               

K’s circled 1 2 3 4 5 6 7       K %-score 

K %-score 14 29 43 57 71 86 100        

 
The percentage scores indicate the relative strengths of the learning modes. Your learning 
style is visual, auditory, kinaesthetic or a combination depending on your highest score(s).  
 
Do you accept the result?  
 
If not, what do you think it should be? 
 
Explore the different senses further to gain confidence in how they work for you. 
 


